channel ramps

using the channel ramps

Drive channel ramps provide a portable and
lightweight solution to some access problems
experienced by wheelchair users.

! Always fully extend the ramps before use to

The ramps can be used to obtain access to motor
vehicles, buildings, etc. They have a weight limit of
270kg (145kg per ramp).

! Select a place to use where the ramps have

minimise the risk of injury, and also make any
accent or decent using the ramps easier.

the minimum gradient possible. Ensure the
gradient of the ramps is not beyond the ability
of the wheelchair or occupant.

TO EXTEND:

! Place the wide end of the ramp on the ground

1. Slowly pull out the narrowest section of the
ramp whilst holding the widest section, until it is
locked in position.

! Ensure the ramps are safe before use.

2. To extend the ramp to it's full length, continue
to pull the narrowest section of the ramp whilst
pressing button 1. Do this until the section is
locked in position.
3. Repeat this for the other ramp.

or low point, and place the narrow end of the
ramp on the vehicle or high ground.

! Ensure the ramps run parallel to each other
before use.

safety precautions
! Always use both ramps, and ensure they are
level and parallel with each other.

TO RETRACT:
1. Position the narrowest section into the main
body of the ramp. Do this by pressing button 2
whilst pushing the narrow section into the body of
the ramp.
2. To complete the retraction operation, continue
to push the narrowest section into the body of the
ramp whilst pressing button 3. Do this until the
ramp is locked into position.
3. Repeat this for the other ramp.

! Ensure the ramps are securely locked to their
extents.

! Do not attempt to use the ramps on gradients

of 1 in 8 or steeper. Please also check the
gradient your wheelchair or scooter is capable
of.

! Do not exceed the weight capacity of the
ramps. Only allow one person / mobility
vehicle to use the ramps at once.

! Use the straps included to wrap around the

ramps lengthways when folded. These secure
the ramps in transit and when handling,
otherwise the ramps can involuntarily unfold.

